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INTRODUCTION

Sensitivity studies have been performed to quantify relative
importance of specific ions and energies in the galactic cosmic ray
(GCR) spectrum to exposure behind shielding and tissue
Slaba & Blattnig, Space Weather 12, 217, 2014

90% effective dose contributed from GCR energies > 250 MeV/n
= Upper energy limit of Advanced Composition Explorer / Cosmic

Ray Isotope Spectrometer (ACE/CRIS) satellite
= Most of the GCR data

Higher energy data needed
- Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) measurements important

Heavier GCR nuclei (> 16O) contribute less
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INTRODUCTION

Effective dose contributions as a function of energy

GCR ion in free space before propagating into any shielding material. The contribution from each ion and
boundary energy to effective dose depends directly on the shielding material, shielding thickness, and
solar conditions. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis is performed for different shielding materials, shielding
thickness, and solar conditions.

Throughout this section, it is important to remember that the ions and energies being discussed refer to the
energy of each ion before impinging on any shielding material. The discussion should not be confused
with the local particles and energies depositing energy at the tissue site. The intent of this analysis and
discussion is to determine how exposure quantities depend on the GCR field before interacting with
shielding materials or human tissue.

The quantity that describes effective dose as a function of boundary ion energy may be written as

hZ EBð Þ ≡ ∂
∂EB

HZ E > EBð Þ; (1)

where EB is the boundary energy and HZ and hZ are the cumulative and differential effective dose rates as a
function of boundary kinetic energy for GCR ion Z. The cumulative effective dose rate, HZ (E> EB), is the
effective dose delivered by boundary energies greater than EB from GCR ion Z. The differential effective dose
rate is simply the derivative of HZ with respect to EB.

Monte Carlo transport codes are, in principle, well suited to simulate the quantity in equation (1), since
contributions to specific exposure quantities can be directly tallied as a function of the radiation type and
energy impinging on the shielding geometry. However, in practice, performing the full sensitivity analysis for
each GCR ion and boundary energy and a range of shielding thicknesses and materials is computationally
expensive. An alternative approach utilizing HZETRN-π/EM [Wilson et al., 1991; Slaba et al., 2010b, 2010c;
Norman et al., 2013] is implemented in this work. The numerical procedure and computational tools used to
express effective dose as a function of boundary energy for each GCR ion is described in Appendix A.

For all calculations in the sensitivity study, effective dose is computed using the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP) 60 quality factor [International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP),
1990] and ICRP 103 tissue weights [ICRP, 2007] with the FAX (Female Adult Voxel) human phantom
[Kramer et al., 2004] as described by Slaba et al. [2010a]. Radiation transport has been performed using the
HZETRN-π/EM code. The BON2010 [O’Neill, 2010] model was used to evaluate the GCR spectrum for solar
minimum and solar maximum conditions, and October 1976 and June 2001 were used as representative
dates for solar minimum and maximum, respectively. These dates were chosen to bound the range of solar
conditions that might occur. One would not expect the relative importance of specific ions and energy

Figure 2. Differential effective dose rate as a function of boundary kinetic energy behind 20 g/cm2 of aluminum exposed
to solar minimum conditions described by BON2010 model. Results for specific ions have been scaled to improve plot
clarity. The location of the peak distribution values along the horizontal axis indicates which boundary energies are most
important to effective dose behind shielding.

Space Weather 10.1002/2013SW001025

SLABA AND BLATTNIG ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 219

Slaba & Blattnig, Space Weather 12, 217, 2014
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INTRODUCTION

Effective dose contributions

Medium GCR energy (250 MeV/n – 3 GeV/n)

Light GCR nuclei < 16O

Fe not very important

MSLRAD spectra

All GCR energies (higher)

All GCR nuclei (heavier)
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INTRODUCTION

Light ions are isotopes of Hydrogen & Helium
proton = 1H, deuteron = 2H, triton = 3H, helion = 3He, alpha = 4He

Light ions & neutrons dominate dose equivalent for realistic shield
thicknesses (≥ 20 g/cm2) Norbury & Slaba, Life Sci. Space Res. 3, 90, 2014

Light ions & neutrons are scattered at large angles
Require 3-dimensional transport & nuclear physics
3DHZETRN & double differential cross sections
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INTRODUCTION - DISCREPANCIES

Transport codes show largest differences for light ions
GEANT, FLUKA, MCNP, PHITS, HZETRN, SHIELD(Russia)
Due to uncertain light ion nuclear physics models (coalescence &
heavy ion breakup) and lack of experimental data

Thick target measurements show significant discrepancies
compared to transport codes (MCNP, PHITS) for light ions

MSLRAD light ion flux measurements highlight need for improved
nuclear interaction models

Light ion model results show significant discrepancies over MSLRAD energy range
Model errors due to inaccurate light ion nuclear physics models
Discrepancies don’t contribute significantly to dose equivalent, but improvements
would yield better agreement with MSLRAD
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INTRODUCTION

Light ion cross sections
Largest physics uncertainty in space radiation

Light ion cross section measurements
Largest gap in cross section database
Norbury et al., Rad. Meas. 47, 315, 2012

Light ion cross section measurements needed
To improve inaccurate light ion nuclear physics models
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INTRODUCTION - DOSE EQUIVALENT DOMINATED BY LIGHT IONS & NEUTRONS

Percent contribution to blood forming organ (BFO) dose equivalent by charge group

Figs. 1–5 show the percentage of the dose equivalent for
each organ, for each vehicle configuration, as a function
of charge group. As a reference, the left most column in
each figure reiterates the free space values. The relative
effectiveness of vehicle shielding is manifested in Figs. 1–5
by the smaller percentage contributions of the heavy ions
and the nonzero percent contributions by neutrons, which
are purely secondary particles, for each vehicle
configuration.

3.1. BFO dose equivalent results

As displayed in Fig. 1, heavy ion contributions to the
BFO dose equivalent vary from 57% for the astronaut
located at the center of a 1 g/cm2 aluminum sphere, to less
than 10% for the astronaut located next to the wall of a
30 g/cm2 aluminum sphere, or at the ISS Liulin-107 loca-
tion. For astronauts located anywhere in a sphere of 5 g/
cm2 aluminum or less, the dose equivalent contributions
from heavy ions are 39–57%. The only complex geometry
location with heavy ion dose equivalent contribution
comparable to these results is STS_dloc3 (44%).
Heavy ion contributions to BFO dose equivalent for the

remaining complex geometry locations are 10–29%. Heavy
ion contributions at all Liulin locations (10–17%) are even
lower than those for the astronaut at the center of a 30 g/
cm2 aluminum sphere (20%). Finally, note that at the ISS
Liulin locations, the neutron contributions to BFO dose
equivalent exceed those from the sum of all heavy ions.

3.2. Heart dose equivalent results

From Fig. 2, heavy ion contributions to the heart dose
equivalent vary from 49% for the astronaut located at the
center of a 1 g/cm2 aluminum sphere to 8% for the astro-
naut located next to the wall of a 30 g/cm2 aluminum
sphere. For astronauts located anywhere in a sphere of
5 g/cm2 aluminum or less, the dose equivalent contribu-
tions from heavy ions are 34–49%. The only complex
geometry location with a heavy ion dose equivalent contri-
bution comparable to these results is STS_dloc3 (38%).
Heavy ion contributions to heart dose equivalent for the
remaining complex geometry locations are 8–28%. Heavy
ion contributions at all Liulin locations (8–15%) are again
lower than those for the astronaut at the center of a 30 g/
cm2 aluminum sphere (18%). Finally, note that at the ISS

Table 3
Percent contribution by charge group to dose equivalent for the 1977 solar minimum, free space GCR spectrum.

Charge group Z ¼ 0 Z ¼ 1 Z ¼ 2 3 6 Z 6 10 11 6 Z 6 20 21 6 Z 6 28

Percent of dose equivalent 0.0 7.32 3.6 18.44 32.16 38.48

Fig. 1. Percent contribution to BFO dose equivalent by charge group. The left most column labeled free space is the percent by charge group of the 1977
solar minimum GCR from Table 3.

S.A. Walker et al. / Advances in Space Research 51 (2013) 1792–1799 1795

Walker, Townsend, Norbury, Adv. Space Res. 51, 1792, 2013
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INTRODUCTION - DOSE EQUIVALENT DOMINATED BY LIGHT IONS & NEUTRONS

Percent contribution to organ dose equivalent by charge group

T.C. Slaba et al. / Life Sciences in Space Research 8 (2016) 52–67 57

Fig. 5. Female tissue dose (left pane) and dose equivalent (right pane) values behind shielding configurations during solar minimum conditions. The BFO dose equivalent 
values have been scaled 1.6 to offset quality factor differences (Cucinotta et al., 2013) and improve plot clarity.

Fig. 6. Relative contribution to dose (left pane) and dose equivalent (right pane) from charge groups in the bladder, BFO, and breast behind 5 g/cm2, 20 g/cm2, and 40 g/cm2

spherical aluminum shielding during solar minimum conditions.

uncertainty associated with representing the full reference field by 
a discrete number of mono-energetic ions beams in the simulator.

It is also worth noticing that as a function of increasing shield 
thickness, tissue dose values tend to increase while dose equiva-
lent values tend to decrease. The tissue dose is heavily influenced 
by contributions from hydrogen and helium. The dose versus depth 
curves from these particles tend to monotonically increase with in-
creasing shield thickness, corresponding to slowing down of the 
primary beam and added contributions from secondary particles 
and target fragments with higher LET. The tissue dose equivalent, 
on the other hand, is more heavily influenced by contributions 
from HZE particles. The HZE dose equivalent versus depth curves 
tend to decline noticeably up to moderately thick shielding, corre-
sponding to breakup of the HZE ions into lighter ions and nucle-
ons.

It was found that the bladder and breast results generally 
bounded all other tissue exposures. The breast has very little self-
shielding, resulting in larger exposures, while the bladder is more 
deeply positioned within the body and well shielded in all direc-
tions, resulting in smaller exposures. The BFO results were found 
to be near the average of all tissue exposures. This can be seen for 
dose in the left pane of Fig. 5. The same conclusion was drawn for 

dose equivalent if the ICRP 60 (ICRP, 1990) quality factor is used 
in place of the NASA quality factor. The trend for BFO is attributed 
to the distributed nature of the tissue sites found throughout the 
body and represented in the computational procedure (Slaba et al., 
2010a). Recognizing that the bladder, BFO, and breast results ap-
proximately span the range of exposures found within the body 
allows subsequent plots and discussion to be simplified and fo-
cused. It should also be noted that the results behind simplified 
spherical shielding approximately cover the range of values set by 
the complicated shielding geometries.

The results in Table 2 and Fig. 5 provide integrated exposure 
quantities receiving contributions from a range of energies and 
particles. Fig. 6 shows the relative contribution to dose and dose 
equivalent from charge groups in the bladder, BFO, and breast be-
hind spherical aluminum shielding during solar minimum. Consid-
ering the spherical shielding, instead of the complicated geome-
tries, allows the depth-dependence in dose and dose equivalent to 
be clearly seen. The trends for dose and dose equivalent in Fig. 6
are similar, but the presence of the quality factor in dose equiva-
lent again amplifies the relative variation with shielding thickness. 
In particular, the contribution from Z > 10 shows clear depth de-
pendence, corresponding to the breakup of HZE ions as they pass 

Slaba, Blattnig, Norbury, Rusek, La Tessa, Life Sci. Space Res. 8, 52, 2018
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TRANSPORT CODE COMPARISONS

straight-ahead approximation, in which particles are transported along
a single ray (N=1) representing the incident beam direction.
HZETRN2010 also allowed for forward-backward (N=2) propagation
in which backward moving particles were also propagated along a
second ray at 180o relative to the incident beam direction. In contrast,
HZETRN2015 allows for three-dimensional (3D) transport in which
neutrons and light ions (Z≤ 2) can be propagated in three-dimensions,
with the number of rays N being arbitrary. If one chooses the N=1
option in HZETRN2015, this corresponds to the straight-ahead approx-
imation, while the N=2 option is the forward-backward approximation
and N>2 corresponds to 3D transport. HZETRN2015 was utilized in
all calculations in the present paper.

The nuclear physics models employed in HZETRN are now briefly
described. Further details can be found in the references (Wilson et al.,
1991). NUCFRG3 (Adamczyk et al., 2012) is a nuclear fragmentation
model, which is used for heavy ion collisions and accounts for both
strong and electromagnetic (Adamczyk et al., 2012) interactions. The
parametric model of Bertini and Ranft (Wilson et al., 1991) is used for
nucleon production from strong interactions, while an electromagnetic
dissociation model (Adamczyk et al., 2012) is used for nucleon
production from electromagnetic interactions. A semi-empirical model
is used for light ion fragmentation and production from targets. Heavy
target fragments are not transported, but are accounted for in dose and
dose equivalent calculations. Light target fragments from heavy pro-
jectiles are not included in the cross section model. Neutron production
from heavy projectiles are approximately accounted for in the cross
section model by scaling the proton projectile values.

2.2. SHIELD

The transport codes SHIELD (Sobolevsky, 1970; Barashenkov et al.,
1972) and also NMTC/HETC (Nucleon-Meson Transport Code / Heavy
ion Transport Code) (Coleman and Armstrong, 1971; Armstrong and
Chandler, 1972) were the first transport codes in the modern sense of
the word. The SHIELD code (http://www.inr.ru/shield) (Dementyev
and Sobolevsky, 1999) allows for the transport of nucleons, pions,
kaons, anti-nucleons and muons, as well as nuclei with arbitrary values
of proton and mass number at energies up to 1 TeV/n. The lower limit is
1 MeV/n for charged particles and the thermal energy for neutrons. The
geometric configuration of a target may be an arbitrary combination of
bodies bounded by second order surfaces (which are the surfaces that
are described by second order algebraic equations or lower: for example
plane, cylinder, sphere, ellipsoid, truncated cone etc.) The chemical and
isotopic composition of materials in each geometric zone of a target is
arbitrary. The ionization energy loss of charged particles and ions,
fluctuations of ionization loss, the multiple Coulomb scattering and
main decay modes of pions and kaons are taken into account. (English
references to the SHIELD code can be found in (Dementyev and
Sobolevsky, 1999; Amelin et al., 1990a; Gudowska et al., 2004;
Hansen et al., 2012). Also see the web site at http://www.inr.ru/
shield.)

At the simulation of the hadron cascade in a target, all generations
of the secondary particles are taken into account. The sources of
secondary particles, such as low energy neutrons (En< 14.5 MeV) as
well as gamma-rays, electrons, positrons and neutrinos (as products of
meson decays) are formed. All these particles are stored in special
arrays with all their individual parameters. After the hadron cascade is
completed, the transfer of neutrons with energies below 14.5 MeV from
the source array is simulated using the original neutron transport code
LOENT (LOw Energy Neutron Transport) (Latysheva and Sobolevsky,
2008) on the basis of a 28-group system of the ABBN (Abagyan,
Bazazyants, Bondarenko, Nikolaev) neutron constants (Abagyan et al.,
1981; http://www.ippe.ru/podr/abbn/english/index.php). The LOENT
code can be used both independently and together with the SHIELD
code, with which it has a common geometrical module and a number of
common subroutines.

Complete storing of the generated tree of hadron cascades is
implemented in the SHIELD code (Sobolevsky, 2015), without any loss
of physical information and taking into account all possible correla-
tions. Storing of the tree is carried out in special arrays. The tree is
stored in relation to the geometrical configuration of the target. Such
organization of computations allows complete separation of the model-
ing and scoring parts of the code. If necessary, the user can collect trees
on an external drive and carry out tree visualization. At the end of
modeling of a regular hadron cascade, the tree arrays are cleaned.

The quality of a transport code essentially depends on the generator
of inelastic nuclear interactions. The SHIELD code uses the MSDM

Fig. 1. Benchmark problem: GCR minimum particles are incident on an Aluminum cylinder target of varying thickness. Particles exiting the back surface of the target are tracked and flux
spectra are calculated.

Fig. 2. GCR minimum spectra.
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TRANSPORT CODE COMPARISONS

disagreements are for the thin shield 1 g/cm2, reflecting differences in
nuclear models, as noted previously.

5. Summary and conclusions

This paper represents the first direct comparisons of the American
(NASA) and Russian (ROSCOSMOS) space radiation transport codes,
HZETRN and SHIELD. Calculations of the flux spectra of neutrons, light
ions, heavy ions and pions were presented for GCR minimum Hydrogen,
Oxygen and Iron projectiles incident on a uniform Aluminum cylinder
of varying thickness. Some comparison calculations with the GEANT4
and FLUKA transport codes were also shown.

Overall, the biggest differences between transport codes occur
below the several hundred MeV region, which may be due to the
differences in nuclear models employed in the different codes. Nuclear
reaction processes are known to be relatively simple in the very low and
very high energy regimes, where Coulomb elastic scattering dominates
at very low energy and scaling approximations due to hard scattering
processes take over at very high energy (Wong, 1994; Collins and
Martin, 1984; Kalinovskii et al., 1989). In the intermediate energy

region, where several hundred MeV particles are produced, the nuclear
reaction processes are much more complex (Lock and Measday, 1970;
Wong, 1994; Kalinovskii et al., 1989) and it is more difficult to obtain
consistency between different nuclear models used in transport codes.
Differences in nuclear models will be more pronounced for thin
shielding, where transport processes are much less relevant. The
nuclear model differences are less apparent at large shielding depths
for some particles because the radiation field is dominated by nucleon-
induced reactions for which model uncertainties are less substantial.
This is seen in many of the figures, where the largest differences
between transport codes occur at 1 g/cm2, with much smaller
differences seen at 100 g/cm2.

The question naturally arises as to how the differences in the
transport codes elucidated in this paper will translate to differences
in dose and dose equivalent for a realistic mission. This issue has been
discussed in a recent paper (Matthia et al., 2016), which studies the
Mars surface radiation environment as predicted from a variety of
transport codes, including HZETRN, PHITS and GEANT. The calculated
results were also compared to data measured on the Martian surface.
Overall dose and dose equivalent rates were calculated (see Table 2 of

Fig. 9. Calculations of a) 54Mn and b) 14N exiting Al cylinders exposed to GCR solar minimum a) 56Fe and b) 16O projectiles. The numbers 1, 10, 100 refer to Al depth in units of g/cm2.
Calculations for 56Fe projectiles have been scaled by 10 and 0.1 for 10 g/cm2 and 100 g/cm2, respectively. Calculations for 16O projectiles have been scaled by 0.1 and 10 for 1 g/cm2

and 10 g/cm2, respectively.

Fig. 10. Calculations of a) 52Cr and b) 12C exiting Al cylinders exposed to GCR solar minimum a) 56Fe and b) 16O projectiles. The numbers 1, 10, 100 refer to Al depth in units of g/cm2.
Calculations for 56Fe projectiles have been scaled by 10 and 0.1 for 10 g/cm2 and 100 g/cm2, respectively. Calculations for 16O projectiles have been scaled by 0.1 and 10 for 1 g/cm2

and 10 g/cm2, respectively.

J.W. Norbury et al. Life Sciences in Space Research 14 (2017) 64–73

71

Norbury, Slaba, Sobolovsky, Reddell, Life Sci. Space Res. 14, 64, 2017

2H, np production discrepancies
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TRANSPORT CODE COMPARISONS

disagreements are for the thin shield 1 g/cm2, reflecting differences in
nuclear models, as noted previously.

5. Summary and conclusions

This paper represents the first direct comparisons of the American
(NASA) and Russian (ROSCOSMOS) space radiation transport codes,
HZETRN and SHIELD. Calculations of the flux spectra of neutrons, light
ions, heavy ions and pions were presented for GCR minimum Hydrogen,
Oxygen and Iron projectiles incident on a uniform Aluminum cylinder
of varying thickness. Some comparison calculations with the GEANT4
and FLUKA transport codes were also shown.

Overall, the biggest differences between transport codes occur
below the several hundred MeV region, which may be due to the
differences in nuclear models employed in the different codes. Nuclear
reaction processes are known to be relatively simple in the very low and
very high energy regimes, where Coulomb elastic scattering dominates
at very low energy and scaling approximations due to hard scattering
processes take over at very high energy (Wong, 1994; Collins and
Martin, 1984; Kalinovskii et al., 1989). In the intermediate energy

region, where several hundred MeV particles are produced, the nuclear
reaction processes are much more complex (Lock and Measday, 1970;
Wong, 1994; Kalinovskii et al., 1989) and it is more difficult to obtain
consistency between different nuclear models used in transport codes.
Differences in nuclear models will be more pronounced for thin
shielding, where transport processes are much less relevant. The
nuclear model differences are less apparent at large shielding depths
for some particles because the radiation field is dominated by nucleon-
induced reactions for which model uncertainties are less substantial.
This is seen in many of the figures, where the largest differences
between transport codes occur at 1 g/cm2, with much smaller
differences seen at 100 g/cm2.

The question naturally arises as to how the differences in the
transport codes elucidated in this paper will translate to differences
in dose and dose equivalent for a realistic mission. This issue has been
discussed in a recent paper (Matthia et al., 2016), which studies the
Mars surface radiation environment as predicted from a variety of
transport codes, including HZETRN, PHITS and GEANT. The calculated
results were also compared to data measured on the Martian surface.
Overall dose and dose equivalent rates were calculated (see Table 2 of

Fig. 9. Calculations of a) 54Mn and b) 14N exiting Al cylinders exposed to GCR solar minimum a) 56Fe and b) 16O projectiles. The numbers 1, 10, 100 refer to Al depth in units of g/cm2.
Calculations for 56Fe projectiles have been scaled by 10 and 0.1 for 10 g/cm2 and 100 g/cm2, respectively. Calculations for 16O projectiles have been scaled by 0.1 and 10 for 1 g/cm2

and 10 g/cm2, respectively.

Fig. 10. Calculations of a) 52Cr and b) 12C exiting Al cylinders exposed to GCR solar minimum a) 56Fe and b) 16O projectiles. The numbers 1, 10, 100 refer to Al depth in units of g/cm2.
Calculations for 56Fe projectiles have been scaled by 10 and 0.1 for 10 g/cm2 and 100 g/cm2, respectively. Calculations for 16O projectiles have been scaled by 0.1 and 10 for 1 g/cm2

and 10 g/cm2, respectively.

J.W. Norbury et al. Life Sciences in Space Research 14 (2017) 64–73

71

Norbury, Slaba, Sobolovsky, Reddell, Life Sci. Space Res. 14, 64, 2017

4He, 2n2p production discrepancies
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TRANSPORT CODE COMPARISONS

3H and 3He flux behind 60 g/cm2 Al shield for GCR minimum spectrum - Thick targets

11 
 

A somewhat surprising result in Figure 9 is that although dose equivalent values increase substantially 
when neutrons and light ions are included, the relative variation in model results (as quantified by the percentage 
values in the plot) past ~20 g/cm2 of shielding is much smaller than what is shown in Figures 4 and 7, where only 
heavy ion contributions are considered. This is especially surprising given the large uncertainties associated with 
light ion nuclear production models [Matthia et al. 2016] as evidenced by Figure 11. However, as discussed and 
shown in Figure 10, protons make up by far the largest component of the total dose equivalent, where differences in 
nuclear models for nucleon collisions are less substantial. 

Nucleon fluxes for the 60 g/cm2 aluminum shield configuration are shown in Figure 12. The MC simulation 
results for nucleons are in good agreement across the energy domain. Results for 3DHZETRN (N = 34) are in good 
agreement with the MC simulations for neutrons except at the lowest energies (<0.1 MeV) that make negligible 
contributions to exposure quantities. The over-estimate below 0.1 MeV is a consequence of 3D transport formalisms 
that do not fully represent leakage factors as previously studied by Wilson et al. [2015b]. It is also seen that 
3DHZETRN (N = 34) slightly under-estimates both neutrons and protons in the mid-energy region between ~10 
MeV to 1 GeV. This may be an artifact of both inadequate nuclear production databases, as well as simplified 
treatment of angular production factors in the forward/isotropic transport formalism of 3DHZETRN [Wilson et al. 
2014, 2015a].  
 

 
Figure 11. Flux of 3H (left) and 3He (right) ions in the 60 g/cm2 aluminum shield configuration for the full GCR 

boundary condition.  
 
 

 
Figure 12. Flux of neutrons (left) and protons (right) ions in the 60 g/cm2 aluminum shield configuration for the full 

GCR boundary condition.  
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MSLRAD COMPARISONS 4HE

Fig. 4. Proton spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at the
Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results. (a)
and (b) show the same data with different energy range to highlight
the RAD data in (b).

Fig. 5. Helium spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at
the Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.
(a) and (b) show the same data with different energy range to high-
light the RAD data in (b).
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Fig. 4. Proton spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at the
Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results. (a)
and (b) show the same data with different energy range to highlight
the RAD data in (b).

Fig. 5. Helium spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at
the Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.
(a) and (b) show the same data with different energy range to high-
light the RAD data in (b).
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MSLRAD COMPARISONS 3HE

Fig. 6. Deuteron spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at
the Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.

Fig. 7. Triton spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at the
Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.

Fig. 8. 3He spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at the
Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.

Fig. 9. Combined Li, Be and B spectra for particles with zenith angles
below 30° at the Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to
model results.
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MSLRAD COMPARISONS 3H

Fig. 6. Deuteron spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at
the Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.

Fig. 7. Triton spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at the
Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.

Fig. 8. 3He spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at the
Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.

Fig. 9. Combined Li, Be and B spectra for particles with zenith angles
below 30° at the Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to
model results.
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MSLRAD COMPARISONS 2H

Fig. 6. Deuteron spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at
the Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.

Fig. 7. Triton spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at the
Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.

Fig. 8. 3He spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at the
Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.

Fig. 9. Combined Li, Be and B spectra for particles with zenith angles
below 30° at the Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to
model results.
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MSLRAD COMPARISONS PROTONS

Fig. 4. Proton spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at the
Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results. (a)
and (b) show the same data with different energy range to highlight
the RAD data in (b).

Fig. 5. Helium spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at
the Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.
(a) and (b) show the same data with different energy range to high-
light the RAD data in (b).
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Fig. 4. Proton spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at the
Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results. (a)
and (b) show the same data with different energy range to highlight
the RAD data in (b).

Fig. 5. Helium spectra for particles with zenith angles below 30° at
the Martian surface measured by RAD and compared to model results.
(a) and (b) show the same data with different energy range to high-
light the RAD data in (b).
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MSLRAD COMPARISONS NEUTRONS

decreasing particle importance (for variance reduction) from the sur-
face layer to the deepest regolith layer. The overall areal density for the
Martian atmosphere was 23 g/cm2, but to translate this to a reasonable
spatial geometry within MCNP6 this total areal density was divided into
14 altitude layers of varying height and density. The appropriate den-
sities were determined by a Martian atmospheric model developed by
NASA (Noll and McElroy, 1974). The simulated RAD detector was de-
signed using its actual dimensions and material composition
(Hassler et al., 2012) but was allowed to hover at 80 cm above the
surface of the regolith to simulate the height of the detector onboard
the Mars Science Laboratory Curiosity Rover.

The simulated Martian atmosphere consisted of ∼96% CO2 and
trace amounts of other gasses as outlined by past measurements taken
from the Martian surface (Mahaffy et al., 2013). The simulated Martian
regolith was compositionally identical to JSC Mars-1 (Allen et al., 1992)
and set to a mean density of 1.52 g/cm3 as measured by the Mars
Pathfinder rover (Hviid et al., 1997).

The source was a flat, downward oriented, 2π, isotropic disc located
at the extreme top of the atmospheric column. This allowed particles to
be born equally at all angles between a cosine of 0 and 1. The energy
spectra for each individual source ion were determined using the
Matthiä-DLR model (Matthiä et al., 2013) for an average time period
between November 15th, 2015 and January 15th 2016. Each simula-
tion had a source particle of only a single ion type (Z=1–28) to
maximize statistics for higher-Z ions which occur at much lower
probabilities than hydrogen and helium. This process required that 28
individual simulations (one for each source ion) be ran for any geo-
metric configuration of interest. All individual ion results were ulti-
mately combined during post processing and weighted to each in-
dividual source ion's total GCR abundance according to the
distributions outlined by Simpson (1983).

The 30° surface flux, 4π cell flux, and absorbed dose calculations
were performed using MCNP6’s F2, F4, and F6 tallies respectively. Dose
equivalent values were determined using conversion factors according
to values derived from ICRP-60 (Veinot and Hertel, 2005). To replicate
the dynamic range of the RAD detector for dose measurements, a lower
energy threshold for tallied neutrons was set to 1MeV while the lower
energy threshold for charged ions was set to 8MeV. The 4π tallies al-
lowed all particles from all angles to be accepted while the 30° geo-
metry utilized cosine binning discrimination of particles striking the
detector within a 30° off-zenith cone (normal to the top face of the
detector volume).

3.5. PHITS

The Particle and Heavy Ion Transport code System (PHITS) (Niita
et al., 2006; Sato et al., 2013) is a Monte Carlo-based radiation trans-
port code developed by the Japan Atomic Energy Institute (JAERI). The
PHITS radiation transport software has been previously validated in

several space radiation studies (Sato and Niita, 2006; Sihver et al.,
2010). Details about the modules that constitute the version 2.82 of the
PHITS radiation transport software utilized in this model can be found
at http://phits.jaea.go.jp/image/OvMapOfModels.png.

The model geometry consists of a spherical volume made up of 36
concentric shells with 34 equal thicknesses representing 23 g/cm2 of
Martian atmosphere, a shell for low density top surface regolith of
1.296 g/cm2 and a high density interior shell of 3.49 g/cm2. The at-
mospheric gradient is provided by the Mars Climate Database v5.2.

Source particles are sampled isotopically with the built-in cosine
biasing option of the PHITS source deck. GCR spectra were generated
using the model developed by the German Aerospace Center, DLR
(Matthiä et al., 2013).

Particles are tallied according to kinetic energy as they cross the
threshold between the lower surface atmosphere layer and the regolith
layer using an angle dependence surface current tally as well as volu-
metric track length tally at the Martian surface for additional re-
dundancy.

4. Results

4.1. Neutral particle spectra

Photons and neutrons are measured in the RAD instrument in the D
and E scintillators using anticoincidence with the surrounding F de-
tector. The detector is thus sensitive to these particles arriving from all
directions and measures the particle spectrum averaged over all in-
coming directions (4 π geometry). Accordingly, particle spectra aver-
aged over all incoming directions calculated with the different models
are compared to the experimental results in Fig. 2 for neutrons and
Fig. 3 for photons, where the neutron spectra are multiplied by energy
(flux per lethargy) to improve the readability. Cosmic ray produced
neutrons in the atmosphere have two peaks in the spectra, the eva-
poration peak near 1MeV and a second broad peak at around 100MeV
(Goldhagen et al., 2004). These are differently pronounced in the
modeled spectra in Fig. 2 but not visible in the RAD measured neutron
spectra. The 100MeV peak is created by fragments of primary nuclei
and neutrons created in the spallation process of nuclei from the at-
mosphere. These neutrons are primarily downward directed, see also
(Matthiä and Berger, 2017) for details on the calculated downward and
upward directed particle spectra. The second peak in the neutron
spectrum at around 1MeV is created by neutrons evaporating from
excited nuclei. This process is isotropic but the large number of excited
nuclei created in the Martian regolith leads to an excess of upward
directed neutrons at these energies. Neutrons at energies below 10MeV,
however, are not measured by RAD although these energies contribute
significantly to the radiation exposure.

The comparison of the models amongst each other and with RAD
data reveals discrepancies of about one order of magnitude at energies

Fig. 2. Neutron spectra at the Martian surface measured by RAD and
compared to model results.
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SUMMARY
KE = kinetic energy, ED = effective dose, d = deuteron, t = triton, h = helion, p = proton, n = neutron, DD = double differential

Low Fragment KE < 100 MeV/n MSLRAD region; Small contribution to ED

Light ion (d,t,h) fragments - nucleon (p,n) induced target frag.
Because many more protons (p) in GCR than heavier projectiles
- neutrons (n) copiously produced as target thickness increases

DD cross sections needed
Because low energy fragments scattered at large angles

High Fragment KE > 3 GeV/n Small contribution to ED

Light ion fragments (d,t,h) come from heavier projectile breakup
High energy fragments scattered mainly at forward angles
- seen in DD plots: 0◦ DD cross sections >> 145◦ DD cross sections
DD cross sections not urgently needed for transport
- but do provide best validation of nuclear models

Intermediate 100 MeV/n < KE < 3 GeV/n Large contribution to ED

Mixture of both above
DD cross sections needed for transport
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CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT DATABASE

GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS (GCR)
- Protons→ Fe nuclei ∼ 100 MeV/n − 50 GeV/n
- Peaks: H, He, C, O, Si, Fe Z = 1, 2, 6, 8, 14, 26

• NUCDAT (50,000 entries)
Norbury et al., Radiation Measurements 47, 315, 2012.

Health Physics 103, 640, 2013.

Journal of Physics (conf. ser.) 381, 012117, 2013.

Frontiers in Physics 8:565954, 2020.

“NASA has not made an adequate effort to collect, catalogue and categorize existing

experimental data obtained by the worldwide heavy ion research community and make it

available in appropriate form to the shielding engineering community.”

National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences, Managing space radiation risk

in the new era of space exploration, The National Academies Press, Washington D.C. (2008).

Finding 5-6. Experimental data for designers.
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1. Galactic Cosmic Rays  
1.2 GCR Composition, Spectrum, Origin!
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CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT DATABASE

NUCDAT database: ∼ 50,000 entries
ZP, AP, TP, ZT, AT, ZF, AF
Cross section type
- total, differential, charge changing, elemental, isotopic, ...
Double differential most useful
Bibliography
Other
No actual data - only that data exists

Energy regions:
Below pion threshold: T < 280 MeV/n
Low: 280 MeV/n ≤ T < 3 GeV/n
Medium: 3 GeV/n ≤ T < 15 GeV/n
High: T ≥ 15 GeV/n

Fragments:
Light (H, He) - TODAY ONLY
Medium-Light (ZF = 3− 9) (Li− F)
Medium (ZF = 10− 19) (Ne− K)
Heavy (ZF = 20− 30) (Ca− Zn)
Very Heavy (ZF > 30)
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CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT DATABASE

Additional measurements:

M. Beach, L. Heilbronn et al. (unpublished)
NASA Space Radiation Lab at Brookhaven National Lab
16O (300 MeV/n), 56Fe (600 MeV/n) + Al, C, CH4 → 1,2,3H, 3,4He
- data tables

Toppi et al. (FIRST), Phys. Rev. C vol. 93, p. 064601, 2016
GSI
12C (400 MeV/n) + Au→ 1,2,3H, 3,4He, 6,7Li, 7,9,10Be, 10,11B
- data tables published
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CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT DATABASE - DETAILS

Details of light ion production double differential cross sections:
 

Proj. KE MeV/n Target Fragment Author Note Comments  
1H 100 - 200 Ni,Mo,Au 1H Richter 1982 0o - 140o  
1H 500 4He,Ni,Ta 1H Roy 1981 > 65o  
1H 600 C, Al, Au,  1,2,3H, 3,4He Alard 1975 > 30o  
1H 660 B,Ni,Sn,Sm 3,4He Bogatin 1976 90o  
1H 800 1,2H,C,Ca,Pb 1H McGill 1984 > 5o  
1H 800 KCl 1H Nagamiya 1981 > 10o  
1H 1050, 2100 Au 1H Geaga 1980 2.5o, 180o  
2H 1050 C 1H Anderson 1983 0 o Fig.7 
2H 2100 U 4He Gossett 1977 90o Fig.6*            (* only lines) 
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CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT DATABASE - DETAILS
 

Proj. KE MeV/n Target Fragment Author Note Comments  
3He 33      (exception) Ho 1,2,3H Motobayashi 1984   
3He 67      (exception) Ag 1H Zhu 1991 > 33o  
4He 27      (exception) Ho 1H Shibata 1985 15o - 150o  
4He 180 Al, Ag, Ta 1,2,3H, 3,4He Doering 1978 > 60o  
4He 383 C 1,2,3H, 3He Anderson LBL-6769 0 o Fig.24 
4He 250 U 1,2,3H, 3,4He Gossett 1977 > 20o Fig.10*  
4He 400 U 1H Westfall 1976 > 30o Fig.3 
4He 400 U 1,2,3H, 3,4He Gossett 1977 > 20o Fig.10*  
4He 400 U 1H, Li, 7,9,10Be, B Gossett 1977 > 30o Fig.18*,26 
4He 400 C 1H Anderson 1983 0 o Fig.23  xF 
4He 1010 H 3He Bizard 1977 1 - 10o  
4He 1050 2H, 3,4He 4He Banaigs 1987 < 15o Elastic & inelastic 
4He 1050 C 1H Anderson 1983 0 o Fig.7 
4He 1050 C 4He Anderson 1983 pT Fig.10 
4He 1050 C 1,2,3H, 3He Anderson 1983 0 o Fig.3 
4He 1050, 2100 C 1H Anderson 1983 0 o Fig.23  xF 
4He 1050, 2100 C 1,2,3H, 3He Anderson LBL-6769 0 o Fig.25,26 
4He 1050, 2100 C 1H Anderson 1983 0 o Fig.21 
4He 2100 C 1H Anderson 1983 pT Fig.8 
4He 2100 H, C, Cu, Pb 4He Anderson 1983 pT Fig.10 
4He 2100 C 1H Anderson LBL-6769 pT Fig.28 
4He 2100 U 4He Gossett 1977 90o Fig.6* 
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CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT DATABASE - DETAILS
 

Proj. KE MeV/n Target Fragment Author Note Comments  
12C 35      (exception) Au 1,2,3H, 3,4,6He Westfall 1984 > 40o  
12C 800 C, KCl 1,2,3H, 3,4He Nagamiya 1981 > 10o Lemaire supplement 
12C 1050 C 1,2,3H, 3,4,6,8He Anderson 1983 < 10o Fig.4,7,10 
12C 1050, 2100 Au 1H Geaga 1980 2.5o, 180o  
12C 2100 U 4He Gossett 1977 90o Fig.6* 
16O 52, 100, 147 Ni, Sn 1,2,3H, 3,4He Auble 1983 > 6o  
16O 300 Al 1,2,3H, 3,4He Beach 2016 0o  - 90o Analysis in progress 
16O 2100 U 4He Gossett 1977 90o Fig.6* 
20Ne 100, 156  1,2H, 4He Westfall 1982 > 50o  
20Ne 250, 400 U 1,2,3H, 3,4He Gutbrod 1976 30o - 150o Same as Gosset ??? 
20Ne 250, 400, 2100 U 1H Westfall 1976 > 30o Fig.3 
20Ne 250, 400, 2100 U 1,2,3H3,4HeLi7,9,10BeBCNO Gossett 1977 > 20o  
20Ne 250, 400, 2100 Al 1,2,3H, 3,4He Gossett 1977 > 20o Fig.7*,8*,9*,11*,26,29 
20Ne 400, 2100 U 1,2,3H, 3,4He Gossett 1978 > 30o Fig.1,2,3,4,5 
20Ne 800 NaF, Pb 1H Gossett 1978  Fig.9,11 Rapidity 
20Ne 2100 U 4He Gossett 1977 90o Fig.6* 
20Ne 2100 U 3,4,6He, 6,7,8Li, 7,9,10Be Gossett 1977 90o Fig.5 
40Ar 1050, 2100 Au 1H Geaga 1980 2.5o, 180o  
40Ar 800 C, KCl 1,2,3H, 3,4He Nagamiya 1981 > 10o Lemaire supplement 
40Ar 1800 Be, Cu 1,2,3H Gossett 1978 5o, 15o Fig.6,7,8 
40Ar 1800 Be, Cu 1,2,3H Gazzaly 1978 5 o - 15o  
56Fe 400 CH2, C, Al 1,2,3H, 3,4He Beach 2017 0o  - 90o Analysis in progress 
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CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

FINAL RECOMMENDED REACTIONS

Fe,Si,O,He + H,C,Al,Fe→ 1,2,3H, 3,4He (isotopic dd & total reaction σ)

3 GeV/n, 1.5 GeV/n, 800 MeV/n, 400 MeV/n dd = double differential

Projectile priorities: 1) Fe 2) Si 3) O 4) He

Targets: H, C, Al (all equal priority), Fe (lesser priority)
– CH2 target easier than H target - get H σ from CH2 target by subtracting C σ

Energy priorities: Span range of energies available above 300 MeV/n, with more emphasis
on higher energies
3 GeV/n, 1.5 GeV/n, 800 MeV/n, 400 MeV/n
– based on contribution to effective dose & lack of high energy data
– need all energies to properly test models
– Fe gap greater at higher energy
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

Light ions & neutrons make large contributions to dose equivalent

Light ion cross sections
Largest physics uncertainty in space radiation
Large gap in measurement database

Final recommended reactions
Fe,Si,O,He + H,C,Al,Fe→ 1,2,3H, 3,4He
Isotopic dd & total reaction σ
3 GeV/n, 1.5 GeV/n, 800 MeV/n, 400 MeV/n
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THE END
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